constitution." 4 In this sense, of course, what Publius was doing must be considered constitutional theorizing, since The Federalist was written to win support for a constitution that was crafted to function better than the one it was intended to replace. 5 Many of the essays in our collection are similarly preoccupied with the question of how to enhance the performance of constitutional governance, but the scholarly lens through which they examine their objects of inquiry opens up to a wider field of vision than we see in The Federalist. Contemporary theorists undoubtedly have a much richer constitutional data set to draw on than did Madison and Hamilton. The problems that drove the debate over constitutional design in the eighteenth century, moreover, have been reimagined and reconceptualized or have receded in importance as new problems and issues surfaced. 6 In addressing his arguments to his "fellow citizens", all the while reassuring them that these arguments were directed toward the "political prosperity" of his audience, Publius did more than affirm the obvious, that his effort was a political exercise in persuasion rather than a treatise on political or constitutional theory. He also pioneered an approach to arguing about constitutions that may be seen, despite its attention to the lessons that might be drawn from the experience of other nations, as a precursor for understanding the activity of constitutional theory as a characteristically parochial enterprise. For example, David Strauss has suggested, "We can best understand constitutional theory … if we see it as an exercise in justification … The justification is addressed to people of a particular culture." 7 If the authors of The Federalist constructed their case for the adoption of a Constitution on the foundation of a set of ideas-foremost of which was that "the people must cede to [government] some of their natural rights" 8 -that manifested this people's "attach[ment] to the same principles of government", 9 the modern academic discipline of constitutional theory, as Strauss points out citing John Rawls, "proceeds from what all parties to the discussion [over justification] hold in common." 10 What they hold in common need not of course lead these parties to similar conclusions. The most Rawlsian of constitutional theorists, Ronald Dworkin, said in reference to the United States, "Our constitutional system rests on a particular moral theory, namely, that men have moral rights against the state." 11 Realizing that "even reasonable men of good will differ when they try to elaborate … the moral rights that the due process clause or the equal protection clause brings into the law" 12 does not obviate the fact of it being "our" system that is the object of constitutional theorizing. 4 Stephen Tierney, Federalism and Constitutional Theory, in Comparative Constitutional Theory (Gary Jacobsohn and Miguel Schor eds., 2017). Id. 10 Strauss, supra note 7, at 583 (citing John Rawls, A Theory of Justice 580-81 (1971) In the American case this sets broad parameters for the inevitable disagreement among constitutional theorists, who are amidst the particularities of their differences committed to specific points of common jurisprudential attachment: for example, that the constitutional text matters and that the intentions of its framers is of some importance. 13 In this connection another characteristic of American constitutional theorizing-its juri-centric focus-may reinforce parochial tendencies. Dworkin exemplifies the familiar emphasis on the judiciary as the institutional hub for theorizing about things constitutional. In this court-centered model the judge, idealized in Dworkin's Herculean philosopher-jurist, is guardian and expositor of the moral principles that structure and guide the nation's constitutional development. 14 The theory of adjudication that follows from this role designation is one that "identifies a particular conception of community morality as determinative of legal issues; that conception holds that community morality is the political morality presupposed by the laws and institutions of the community." 15 If constitutional theory is mainly about achieving an interpretive stance to enable judges "to fit and justify the most basic arrangements of political power in the [i.e., their] community", 16 then the resulting insularity of the specific enterprise is anything but surprising. We can see as much in Jeremy Waldron's critique of Dworkin's regard for "judges as moral reasoners", in which Waldron argues that this dominant jurisprudential mindset can easily obscure an awareness that "watershed" constitutional issues "are not peculiar to the society in which they arise; they do not arise just because we happen to be saddled with this or that scrap of unclear text or this or that indeterminate line of doctrine." Instead, "[t]hey define the major choices that any modern society must face, choices that are the focal point of moral and political disagreements in many societies." 17 Developments on the ground only underscore Waldron's empirical observation. Increasing awareness of the ubiquity of the challenges confronting constitutional thinking is a common theme in a post-1989 world so prominently marked by momentous transitions from authoritarianism to democracy, by multiple constitutional revolutions and devolutions, by the increased penetration of international law into national jurisdictions, and by the enhancement of supra-national institutions of governance. All of this has led to greater scholarly and juridical attention to comparative 13 Strauss, supra note 7, at 583. Strauss argues as well that there is also agreement about relatively concrete matters, most notably the legitimacy of Brown v. Board of Education. On the importance of the text, Richard Fallon points out that "even the most paradigmatically practice-based theory must acknowledge that American constitutional practice has a text at its center. constitutional law and has triggered a vigorous debate-much more so in the United States than elsewhere-over the relevance and efficacy of foreign legal sources to domestic adjudication. 18 Oddly, however, it has not been the occasion for much advancement in the development of comparative constitutional theory. 19 To be sure, our efforts to address this deficit can hardly be considered unprecedented. One notable earlier occasion for filling it coincided with the crisis of the Weimar Republic. Indeed, the theorizing occurring in connection with this watershed moment in German history has been compared to The Federalist in terms of its importance as "an essential source for thinking" about the state and democracy within their respective countries. 20 Unlike the authors of The Federalist, who shared a common philosophical outlook, the Germans were a disparate group, each one of which having experienced the vehemence of a fellow member's fiercely combative writings. Most controversial among this circle was Carl Schmitt, who was an important early voice for the theoretical orientation featured in this book.
The stimulus for this more comparative theoretical approach grew out of an important facet of the reality confronting Schmitt and the other theoreticians of his time: "Weimar democracy was not developed through exchange with the French, English, or American democratic traditions, but with an eye to its own past." 21 Schmitt in particular turned his attention to these other traditions; as two careful students of his work have noted:
Schmitt seeks to shift the center of gravity of legal theory debates away from the analysis of individual provisions of the Weimar Constitution by examining the Constitution in a much broader comparative historical framework, one in which the issue of practical relevance of the resulting normative concepts is addressed directly through the process of concept formation. 22 Indeed Schmitt signals this shift in the opening pages of Constitutional Theory, asserting that unlike other works that focus on "individual lands", the intention of his effort is "to offer a systematic framework", which stands "in contrast to the breaking down of a unified subject into individual investigations." 23 widely viewed as the "ideal scheme" for this particular arrangement of the law-making function.
But everywhere the greatest differences manifest themselves despite the common model. Thus, different features emerge as definitive characteristics of 'parliamentarianism,' and if a constitutional regime speaks of the dependence of the government on parliament, of 'responsibility,' or 'confidence,' these words have an entirely different sense in various countries and eras. 24 What follows is an extended discussion of the differences between the political situations of England and the European continent, with Schmitt concluding that a fixation on the English model as manifesting the essential attributes of the subject in question represented a "substitu[tion] for reflection and political theory among many politicians and theorists." 25 For Schmitt, the main cost of not considering the comparative historical landscape was quite tangible: a failure to secure "a politically efficacious form of constitutional theory." 26 Although the contributions to this volume often speak to practical problems of constitutional governance, Schmitt's fixation with the daunting challenges confronting one particular constitutional polity is not what we are after here. Like the German theorist, we appreciate the connection between practical relevance and concept formation, yet our principal concern is with the latter, or perhaps more modestly, with the clarification of concepts important to the activity of comparative theorizing (which if done well will translate into a more applied vernacular). Thus many of the ideas and analytical constructs that have become ubiquitous in the field of comparative constitutional law remain largely under-theorized, frequently applied to all manner of things that are dissimilar in significant respects. Parliamentarianism is surely one of these, but so too are many of the other phenomena discussed in this book, for example: federalism, judicial supremacy, socio-economic rights, constituent power, constitutional revolution, dignity and proportionality.
For issues of this sort there is one theoretical conundrum that runs through the broad array of comparative-related topics discussed in these pages: the degree to which problems of constitutional import should be approached from a universalist perspective on the assumption that constitutionalism rightly understood calls for solutions common to all polities; and the extent to which these problems are best understood in terms of their particularity, a view based on the countervailing assumption that constitutional challenges can only be met with an acceptance of the intractable limitations imposed by culture and history. Jeremy Bentham pioneered the former approach to comparative law; Montesquieu the latter approach. Today this debate is frequently framed in terms of the "large C" and "small c" constitutions. 27 A nation's formal or large C constitution undoubtedly contains autochthonous elements but it is also the product of the global expansion of constitutionalist ideas and reflects universalist principles. A polity's small 24 Id. at 328.
25
Id. at 331.
26
Seitzer and Thornhill, supra note 22, at 34. c constitution, on the other hand, is the product of autochthonous developments that are reflected in the practices, understandings and beliefs that instantiate a constitutional text. 28 To be sure, the task here is not one of choosing between mutually exclusive intellectual approaches to constitutionalism, but rather of achieving a functional balance between alternative ways of imagining constitutional configurations. The universal/ particular polarity is, we believe, a false dichotomy; to elude its misleading implications we would do well to borrow from Schmitt and require the reconciling of a concept's "definitive characteristics" with its different manifestations.
The hope, then, is that the exertions of constitutional theorists with a comparative bent will culminate in just such reconciliation. To make it a reality one might begin with the simple recognition that there are constitutional principles and values that embody precepts of political morality rooted in a nation's past, whose meaning derives from experience within a specific political and cultural context, and whose reach may not extend far beyond that local context, if at all. Other principles make a claim of universality, such that the moral truths they are said to embody are precisely the ones whose recognition is required for a constitution to exist in more than name only. Their success or failure in concrete application will depend on how they are adapted to the circumstances and contexts of a given time and place. This adaptation entails absorbing and integrating values from the society's dominant traditions, culminating in some modification in the scope and depth of constitutional principles without leaving them transformed with respect to their underlying and most fundamental commitments. 29 Sometimes the jurisprudential response to the tensions that result from the presence of these two types of principles is to accept the tension as an enduring component of the constitutional predicament, a posture that incorporates the implicit understanding of a nation's constitutional identity as one that develops dialogically, thereby entailing interpretive and political activity reflective of the inevitable disharmonies endemic to the constitutional condition. 30 Comparative constitutional theory cannot ignore this 28 Although written constitutions have become nearly universal, the classic British Constitution remains an outlier and provides a nearly unique example of how an autochtonous, small c constitution that is not cabined by a text operates. Martin Loughlin, The British Constitution: a Very Short Introduction (2013). 29 This process received its classic formulation with Edmund Burke, who saw constitutions as embodiments of unique histories and cultural traditions. His emphasis on particularities and prescription, and on the constitution as something that evolves to conform to the circumstances and habits of a people, is upon first glance suggestive of a moral sensibility strongly deferential to entrenched cultural norms. But the deference was not unqualified, as illustrated in Burke's rejection of Warren Hastings' main argument for his morally questionable actions in India. Hastings had framed a defense of "geographical morality", which held that whatever happened in India was compatible with local customs and therefore could not be judged by external standards. Burke was categorical in rejecting this moral perspective, arguing in response that the governance of Indians had to respect the same universal laws of right conduct that applied to Englishmen. Necessary, for Burke, was a prudential balancing of the universal and the particular. activity, which is to say that progress towards the goal of conceptual clarity must be accompanied by a commitment to the empirical effort required to make sense of the many such adaptations occurring in all constitutionally organized polities. As has been correctly noted with respect to American legal scholarship, there is a "disconnect between normative constitutional theory and the empirical realities of constitutional practice." 31 Much as connecting the two should be a priority for constitutional theorists working within a specific national context, comparativists too would be remiss if they did not demonstrate a similar commitment.
The readers of this volume will find in its pages a compendium of theory-driven essays that seek to understand how these distinctive constitutional realities are critical to the activities of constitutional design and interpretation. The aspirational or expressive dimension of large C constitutions, whether representing seriously inscribed potentially attainable goals, or dubiously incorporated objectives of mainly decorative significance, looms large in the development of conceptually rich renderings of comparative constitutional experience. 32 The idea, traceable to Aristotle, that a constitution defines the principles of justice toward which a people aspire, is the basis for claiming that aspirational considerations should weigh heavily in determining constitutional policies and meanings. Contemporary accounts of the workings of constitutional arrangements, but also the iconic version that accompanied the arrival of modern constitutionalism, largely avoid the Aristotelian distinction between a country's actual constitution and the ideal constitution; still, the distinction between the actual written charter and the facts-on-the-ground functioning constitutional order parallels the earlier division in establishing a mode of inquiry informed by the sobering reality of the inevitable breach between what we have and what we aspire to be. Thus Publius concluded his series of papers by declaring: "I am persuaded that it [the Constitution] is the best which our political situation, habits, and opinions will admit." 33 It remained for his successors to investigate the numerous ways in which even this imperfect instrument provided at best a partial blueprint for organizing the nation's business.
We might think of the contributors to this volume as engaged in a similar enterprise, only with a broader scope of inquiry. These efforts comprise, as Ran Hirschl has observed in his insightful account of the several approaches that are driving "the renaissance of comparative constitutional law", a "mode of comparative constitutional scholarship involv[ing] a quest for a detailed understanding of how people living in different, cultural, social, and political contexts deal with constitutional dilemmas that are assumed to be common to most modern political systems." 34 If concept formulation is the proximate goal of much of this work, its underpinning is an empirically-based assessment of the core features of constitutional practice within a cross-national context, and its longer-term vision entails the prospect of vigorous debate over the concrete implications of conceptual formulation, as well as the construction of theoretically informed propositions suitable for further investigation.
THE CHAPTER STUDIES
Although The Federalist made pioneering use of empirical evidence in defending the plan of the convention to the American people, it is the Constitution that undoubtedly plays a much larger role in the constitutional imagination. The idea of a written constitution grounded on the constituent power of the people spread virally throughout the Atlantic world in the nineteenth century and globally in the twentieth. 35 Judicial review and federalism also spread in the nineteenth century but neither institution became a firm fixture of constitutional democracies until after World War II. 36 Today it has become virtually unthinkable that a liberal democracy might lack a written constitution enforced by judges or that power is not divided in some fashion.
The American Constitution, however, is no longer the preeminent model for constitution writers around the globe. As one of our contributors, David Law, has argued, the American Constitution is similar to the beta version of software and polities around the globe have understandably turned to newer, updated versions of constitutions as models. 37 The Constitution-as yet another of our contributors, David Robertson, has argued-continues, however, to provide an intellectual overhang that colors how scholars around the globe think about constitutionalism. 38 This intellectual influence is attributable to three factors: the longevity of the Constitution; its "success" in facilitating democratic politics for over two centuries; 39 and the depth and intellectual quality of Supreme Court decisions and of American constitutional scholarship.
The Parts of this book reflect the long intellectual shadow cast by the United States' Constitution over comparative constitutional theory. Part I addresses issues that arise from a constitutional text. Although written constitutions were celebrated in the late eighteenth century for empowering and limiting government, 40 their "efficient secret" is The Constitution may, of course, not be the primary factor in the success of the American experiment in self-government but there can be little doubt that the success of that experiment lent legitimacy to the Constitution as an intellectual construct worthy of study around the globe. that they structure conflict along certain paths. 41 Some of these paths-namely those dealing with political conflict-are reasonably well mapped out in constitutional texts whereas some of these paths-namely those dealing with constitutional conflict-are fought over terrain that was not designed for such battles.
Part II concerns issues of judicial interpretation. Although written constitutions need not give rise to judicial review, courts around the globe have successfully used constitutional text to enhance their power by seeking to resolve disputes that would otherwise be handled by the political branches. Part III focuses on the foundational problems of constitutional change and constituent power. Written constitutions formally vest the power to found and change constitutions in the people which generates theoretical and practical problems. Part IV reminds us of the limits of written constitutions as many crucial questions of constitutional theory arise when the text runs out.
A. Constitutional Structure and Rights
Constitutions structure disagreement in part by distinguishing ordinary from constitutional politics while leaving underdetermined the issue of how constitutional disagreement is to be resolved. As a practical matter, courts have stepped into this lacuna to claim that they have the power to resolve constitutional disputes. Scholars dispute whether courts enjoy supremacy when engaging in constitutional interpretation or whether the process involves numerous actors and is therefore "dialogical". Stephen Gardbaum in What is judicial supremacy? 42 provides analytical clarity by disentangling the ways scholars analyze the authority of courts to interpret constitutions. He identifies four meanings of supremacy: interpretive, attitudinal, decisional and political. The first two focus on constitutional culture. Gardbaum examines whether judicial decisions are binding on other actors and whether courts are programmatic in interpreting the constitution. The second two meanings focus on the mechanisms available to political actors and citizens to respond to decisions they disagree with. Gardbaum concludes that the term judicial supremacy is useful but that scholars should disaggregate the term along the lines he suggests before employing it.
Torres Perez and Schor analyze the problem of collaboration in constitutional interpretation. Torres Pérez examines inter-judicial dialogue 43 whereas Schor examines inter-branch dialogue. 44 Torres Pérez examines the interplay of national and supranational courts in interpreting European declaration of rights instruments. In a succinct exposition of the phenomenon of dialogue, she argues that the term is best "understood 41 It was Walter Bagehot, the British journalist and political scientist, who first pointed out the important distinction between the ceremonial and efficient aspects of constitutions. Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (Cornell Univ. Press 1986) (1872 2d ed.).
as an exchange of arguments between courts regarding the interpretation of fundamental rights." 45 The legitimacy of judicial decisions is enhanced since it is the product of a collaborative effort. Schor examines inter-branch dialogue by comparing a constitutional system that (almost) entrenches judicial supremacy-the United Stateswith a constitutional system that seeks to reconcile judicial with legislative supremacy-Canada. He concludes that enhancing the mechanisms by which political actors can respond to judicial decisions they disagree with has a democratic pay-off. Weaker courts are less likely to engender social conflict as they are more likely to facilitate negotiation and consensus over constitutional meaning.
Although constitutional framers give little thought to conflict over constitutional meaning, the problem of political conflict looms large in the constitutional imagination. Constitutional framers around the globe have spent considerable energy focusing on how written instruments structure ordinary politics by dividing authority vertically and horizontally. Stephen Tierney provides an incisive account of vertical separation of powers. 46 He notes that while political scientists have dominated comparative discussions of federalism, federalism is in its origins a constitutional idea that deals with the practical problem of accommodating national and state power. Federalism expanded enormously following World War II in part because it was adopted in Germany-which has proven a highly influential global constitutionalist model-and in part because federalism was pressed into service to deal with the ethnic and linguistic cleavages that were endemic to newly independent nations in Africa and Asia. The problem, Tierney concludes, is that to recover federalism as a comparative constitutionalist idea, scholars must both liberate the concept from its long association with the United States and disentangle it from political science accounts that largely downplay the constitutional aspects of federalism.
Perhaps no idea advanced by the framers of the American constitution has proven as monumental on the world stage or as institutionally complex as horizontal separation of powers. Cheryl Saunders "seeks to tease out some of the principal variations in approaches to separation of powers." 47 The idea developed from a "vibrant, transnational exchange of ideas in reaction to autocratic government in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries." 48 She observes that the basic building blocks of separation of powers-the idea that judicial, executive and legislative powers are distinct-can be blended in different ways as illustrated by the experience of the United Kingdom with parliamentary government, the United States with presidential government and France with semi-presidentialism. Saunders notes that theory is informed by historical experience that unfolds organically along national lines and provocatively suggests that we know too little about the interplay between a nation's small and large C constitution to be fully confident in our assessment of comparative constitutional theory.
The United States, of course, is no longer the premier global constitutional model, a development that is nicely illustrated by three chapters that focus on important new 45 Torres Pérez, supra note 43. 46 Tierney, supra note 4. loss of faith in courts motivated by legal realism. He contrasts this loss of faith with the view that holds sway in Europe, which is that judicial review was adopted because it was believed that courts would "civilize the legislature." 57 Post-war constitutions were written to break with the past and it was widely understood that courts would play a critical role in joining the "struggle" to overcome the past by articulating and developing constitutional values. 58 In short, and somewhat paradoxically, American scholars tend to emphasize the word democracy and Europeans the word constitutional when theorizing about the role of judges in a constitutional democracy.
Bickel's formulation of the counter-majoritarian difficulty puts into sharp relief the problem of judicial reasoning. David Landau and Victor Ferreres Comella ably tackle this problem but approach it from different directions. Landau examines legal pragmatism, which is generally considered a peculiarly American legal theory of adjudication, and argues it has important comparative dimensions. 59 Pragmatism "envisions judging" as a practical "problem-solving enterprise" that is highly contextual in its use of theory. 60 Landau argues that this style of adjudication should play a crucial role globally particularly in the global legal South where courts are faced with the problem of progressively realizing constitutional values under difficult circumstances. Victor Ferreres Comella analyzes proportionality, which has "become part of the constitutional grammar of rights at the global level", except in the United States. 61 Proportionality rests on three prongs: suitability, necessity and balancing. Ferreres persuasively argues that each of these prongs rests on a substantive theory of justice and rights. Consequently, political actors should take ideology into account in judicial selection and constitutional framers should give thought to the problem of checks and balances when it comes to constitutional interpretation.
Howard Schweber and Heinz Klug examine the problem of cross-national jurisprudence. Schweber examines how apex courts rely on textualism by comparing religious establishment cases in a constitutional system that has an establishment clause, the American Constitution, and in a constitutional system lacking such a clause, the European Convention on Human Rights. 62 Schweber concludes that the "relationship to a text is a key variable that operates independently of other typologies of constitutional reasoning." 63 Heinz Klug seeks to "develop a theoretical understanding of the impact of context in shaping the role of cross-national jurisprudence in national courts and politics." 64 He concludes that disagreements over the use of foreign legal sources are deeply tied to ideas of constitutional identity. [1989] [1990] . 72 The practical problem of rectifying the injustices of the old order during a period of constitutional transition illustrates the tensions between the rule of law and notions of justice.
D. Issues in Constitutionalism
Although the term constitutionalism is commonly used to refer to normative arguments about constitutions, that is an impoverished use of the term. As Publius well understood, empirical, historical and comparative data are crucial in assessing constitutional design. Constitutionalism has also become a residual category for issues and concepts that do not fit into the neat box provided by a written constitution. All codifications suffer from gaps which generate considerable theoretical disagreement over how those lacunae are to be filled. 73 Both uses of the term are in full display in the chapters in this section.
A core problem for comparative constitutional theory is how to account for unwritten constitutions. Janet McLean forthrightly begins her chapter by asking "Should unwritten constitutions even have a place in a book about constitutional theory?" 74 McLean argues that unwritten and written constitutions are not categorically different as there is a continuum depending on the degree and importance of "writtenness" in a constitutional culture. Unwritten constitutions, moreover, have important lessons for constitutional theorists since a focus on history, not constitutional text, is crucial in making well founded judgements about contemporary political arrangements. McLean provocatively concludes that the real lesson of unwritten constitutions is that scholars should focus on comparison rather than theory by providing historically grounded accounts of constitutions.
The relationship between constitutions and citizens is taken up by Jan-Werner Müller and John Finn. Müller focuses on how constitutional democracies might best defend themselves against pressure from below. 75 He argues that the mechanisms of militant democracy that restrict the ability of majorities to govern may properly be used to protect the core of a constitutional project, namely its identity, as long as it prevents "authoritarian populist projects" and is not used as a "sword" against unpopular minorities. Finn begins by observing that citizens create constitutions and constitutions citizens. 76 He questions whether the renewed focus on participatory constitutionmaking is likely to result in constitutional orders in which citizens have the attitudes and mores needed to sustain constitutionalism. The problem is that constitutional Yet in that same essay Webster also said:
In the formation of such a government, it is not only the right, but the indispensable duty of every citizen to examine the principles of it, to compare them with the principles of other governments, with a constant eye to our particular situation and circumstances, and thus endeavor to foresee the future operations of our own system, and its effects upon human happiness. 81 A parochial reliance on experience and an aversion to theory would thus appear to be compatible with the injunction to scrutinize the principles by which peoples in faraway places govern their societies.
Perhaps if Webster's name were not synonymous with the dictionary one might be inclined to see in these reflections some confusion in the author's word selection. Why emphasize the insularity of experience while insisting on an obligatory exercise in comparative evaluation? Why disparage theorizing while acknowledging the principled structure of governmental organization?
Making sense of the ostensible difficulties in Webster's thinking begins with the recognition that his references to theory and experience meant something quite different from how those terms are employed in the pages of this volume. Thus, today's accounts of experience and theory often embody a conceptualization of the latter as embodying a set of universal truths from which the attributes of a genuine constitution may be deduced. The prevailing view has it that constitutions represent a blend of characteristics revealing what is particular to the specific constitutional culture as well as what is endemic to the genus constitutionalism. In this account the diversity of constitutional experience serves chiefly to validate the ubiquity of the features that mark constitutions as entities of a certain type.
By contrast, Webster recommended studying the principles of other governments at a time when the term constitution was undergoing a paradigm shift. When the United States Constitution was drafted, the unwritten British constitution was considered the very best example of a government that balanced power and liberty. 82 Following the promulgation of the American Constitution, written constitutions spread throughout the Atlantic world transforming how constitutions were understood. 83 Accordingly, it is very likely that in asking for a comparison of other government's principles with those of the newly constituted American government, Webster would have been confident that "our own experience in America" would prove more conducive to "human happiness" than the many political orders whose lack of regard for the "rational and Schor, The Federalist, supra note 3.
